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Abstract. Computational models of single pacemaker
neuron and neural population in the pre-Bötzinger
Complex (pBC) were developed based on the previous
models by Butera et al. (1999a,b). Our modeling study
focused on the conditions that could deﬁne endogenous
bursting vs. tonic activity in single pacemaker neurons
and population bursting vs. asynchronous ﬁring in
populations of pacemaker neurons. We show that both
bursting activity in single pacemaker neurons and
population bursting activity may be released or suppressed depending on the expression of persistent
sodium ðINaP Þ and delayed-rectiﬁer potassium ðIK Þ currents. Speciﬁcally, a transition from asynchronous ﬁring
to population bursting could be induced by a reduction
of IK via a direct suppression of the potassium conductance or through an elevation of extracellular potassium
concentration. Similar population bursting activity
could be triggered by an augmentation of INaP . These
ﬁndings are discussed in the context of the possible role
of population bursting activity in the pBC in the
respiratory rhythm generation in vivo vs. in vitro and
during normal breathing in vivo vs. gasping.

1 Introduction
The pre-Bötzinger complex (pBC) is a small region in the
rostroventrolateral medulla that is considered to be an
essential part of the brainstem respiratory neural
network (Gray et al. 2001; Rekling and Feldman 1998;
Schwarzacher et al. 1995; Smith et al. 1991). As shown
in vitro, this region can, under certain conditions,
generate an intrinsic rhythmic bursting activity (Johnson
et al. 1994; Koshiya and Smith 1999; Rekling and
Feldman 1998; Smith et al. 1991; Thoby-Brisson and
Ramirez 2001). This rhythmic activity remains after
blockade of synaptic inhibition in vitro (Feldman and
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Smith 1989; Shao and Feldman 1997). Therefore, it has
been suggested that this activity is driven by a subpopulation of pacemaker bursting neurons located within
the pBC (Butera et al. 1999a, b; Del Negro et al. 2001;
Rekling and Feldman 1998; Koshiya and Smith 1999;
Smith 1997; Smith et al. 2000; Thoby-Brisson and
Ramirez 2001).
Analysis of possible intrinsic cellular mechanisms for
endogenous bursting activity in the pBC led to the
suggestion that this activity is most likely generated with
a necessary contribution of persistent sodium current
(Butera et al. 1999a,b; for an opposing view see Del
Negro et al. 2002b). Butera et al. (1999a) oﬀered the ﬁrst
computational model of a pBC pacemaker neuron
whose bursting was based on the persistent sodium
current. This elegant computational model was then
extended in subsequent computational studies by the
same group (Butera et al. 1999b; Del Negro et al. 2001;
Smith et al. 2000). The model reproduced a number of
experimental phenomena and oﬀered a series of experimental predictions. However, because the persistent
sodium channels had not been experimentally characterized in pBC neurons at the time the model was
developed, the authors used generic descriptions for the
kinetics of ionic channels including those for the fast and
persistent sodium channels.
We recently performed experimental characterization
of both rapidly inactivating and persistent sodium currents in neurons from the rostroventrolateral medulla
including the pBC (Rybak et al. 2003a; Shevtsova et al.
2002). The voltage-gated characteristics of both types of
sodium currents obtained in these studies diﬀered from
those used in the models by Butera et al. (1999a,b) and
Del Negro et al. (2001). Therefore, one objective of the
present study was to evaluate the results of the previous
modeling studies using formal descriptions of sodium
channel kinetics drawn from our experiments.
The ‘‘hybrid pacemaker-network’’ theory of respiratory rhythmogenesis suggests that a subpopulation of
pacemaker neurons in the pBC comprises a rhythmgenerating ‘‘kernel’’ that drives a wider respiratory
pattern-forming network (e.g., see Butera et al. 1999a,b;
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Rekling and Feldman 1998; Smith et al. 2000). The
existence of a pacemaker-driven kernel can explain the
resistance of the in vitro rhythm to blockade of inhibitory synaptic transmission (Ballanyi et al. 1999; Shao
and Feldman 1997). Previous network theories and
models of respiratory rhythm generation were critically
based on the presence of reciprocal inhibition between
diﬀerent populations of respiratory neurons and hence
failed to explain this phenomenon. At the same time, the
earlier network models were able to reproduce and
explain many systems-level phenomena, including the
independent regulation of inspiratory and expiratory
phases, respiratory reﬂexes, phase resettings and phase
transitions produced by stimulation of aﬀerent nerves,
etc. (e.g., see Balis et al. 1994; Botros and Bruce 1990;
Duﬃn 1991; Duﬃn et al. 1995; Gottschalk et al. 1994;
Lindsey et al. 2000; Ogilvie et al. 1992; Rybak et al.
1997a,b). These are the systems-level phenomena that
are very diﬃcult to explain if the rhythm is exclusively
controlled by a pacemaker-driven mechanism.
In this regard, several attempts have recently been
made toward the development of a uniﬁed computational
model that could maintain the advantages of both the
above approaches and hence would be consistent with
both in vivo and in vitro data. It has been proposed that,
subject to the conditions, the respiratory rhythm can be
generated by either a network or a hybrid mechanism
(Rybak et al. 2001, 2002; Smith et al. 2000). This attractive idea immediately raises key questions: What are the
operational conditions for each mechanism, and how can
the system switch from one mechanism to another? An
associated second objective of the present study was to
investigate the possible roles of the persistent sodium and
potassium currents in triggering or suppressing the
endogenous bursting activity in the pBC.
According to the hybrid pacemaker-network model
(Smith et al. 2000), the pacemaker-driven kernel located
in the pBC is incorporated into a wider respiratory
network and hence may receive inputs and feedback
from other respiration-related areas. This is consistent
with the demonstration of the existence of connectivity
among neurons in diﬀerent regions of the ventral medullary respiratory network (e.g., see Ellenberger and
Feldman 1990; Morillo et al. 1995; Zheng et al. 1998).
Excitatory and inhibitory rhythmic aﬀerent inputs to the
pacemaker bursting neurons in the pBC may interact
with their endogenous rhythmogenic properties and
hence modify ﬁring behavior of these neurons. Therefore, the rhythmic bursting activity generated in the pBC
may be dependent on a dynamic interplay between
endogenous and forced oscillations. A computational
investigation of such interactions was also an objective
of the present study.
2 Methods
2.1 Single neuron model
Our model of the pBC pacemaker neuron is a typical
single-compartment neuron model based on the

Hodgkin-Huxley formal description. The model is a
modiﬁed version of the earlier models developed by
Butera et al. (1999a, Model 1) and Del Negro et al.
(2001). The modeled neuron included the following ionic
currents (and the corresponding ionic conductances):
rapidly inactivating (or fast) sodium (INaf with the
maximal conductance gNaf Þ; persistent sodium (INaP with
the maximal conductance gNaP Þ; noninactivating delayed-rectiﬁer potassium (IK with the maximal conductance gK Þ; leakage (Ileak with the conductance gleak Þ, and
synaptic excitatory (IsynE with the conductance gsynE Þ and
inhibitory (IsynI with the conductance gsynI Þ currents –
which together deﬁned the dynamics of the neuronal
membrane potential V :
dV
¼ INaf  INaP  IK  Ileak  IsynE  IsynI ;
C
ð1Þ
dt
where ionic currents are described as follows:
INaf ¼ gNaf  m3Naf  hNaf  ðV  ENa Þ;
INaP ¼ gNaP  mNaP  hNaP  ðV  ENa Þ;
IK ¼ gK  m4K  ðV  EK Þ;
Ileak ¼ gleak  ðV  Eleak Þ;
IsynE ¼ gsynE  ðV  EsynE Þ;

ð2Þ

IsynI ¼ gsynI  ðV  EsynI Þ ;
and C is the whole cell capacitance and t is time.
Activation mi and inactivation hi of the voltage-gated
channel i (e.g., fast sodium, Naf, persistent sodium,
NaP, or delayed-rectiﬁer potassium, K) are described by
the following diﬀerential equations:
d
mi ¼ m1i ðV Þ  mi ;
dt
d
shi ðV Þ  hi ¼ h1i ðV Þ  hi ;
dt
smi ðV Þ 

ð3Þ

where the steady-state voltage-dependent activation and
inactivation are described by Boltzmann functions as
follows:
m1i ðV Þ ¼ ð1 þ expððV  V1=2mi Þ=kmi ÞÞ1 ;
h1i ðV Þ ¼ ð1 þ expððV  V1=2hi Þ=khi ÞÞ1 :

ð4Þ

The voltage-dependent time constants for activation and
inactivation are described in the following form (Butera
et al. 1999a):
smi
;
coshððV  V1=2mi Þ=ksmi Þ
shi
:
shi ðV Þ ¼
coshððV  V1=2hi Þ=kshi Þ

smi ðV Þ ¼

ð5Þ

In (4) and (5), V1=2mi and V1=2hi are, respectively, half
activation and half inactivation voltages for channel i,
kmi and khi are the corresponding slope factors of
activation and inactivation, smi and shi are the maximal
time constants of activation and inactivation, respectively, and ksmi and kshi are the corresponding slope
factors for activation and inactivation time constants.
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The reversal potentials for sodium ðENa Þ and potassium ðEK Þ channels are deﬁned by the Nernst equation
Ei ¼

RT
½Xi o
 ln
;
zi  F
½Xi in

ð6Þ
2.3 Selection of model parameters

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the
temperature in Kelvin degrees, F is Faraday’s constant,
½Xi o is the concentration of ions i outside the cell, and
½Xi in is the concentration of these ions inside the cell.
The reversal potential for leakage channels is modeled
using the Goldman equation
Eleak ¼

½K þ  þ PNa=k ½Naþ o
RT
ln þ o
;
Zi  F ½K in þ PNa=k ½Naþ in

ð7Þ

where pNa=K is the relative permeability of Naþ ions
(with respect to permeability of Kþ ions) at rest.
The reversal potentials for excitatory ðEsynE Þ and
inhibitory (EsynI Þ synaptic channels were considered
constant. The conductances of these channels (gsynE and
gsynI Þ were equal to zero at rest. Each of these conductances had two components: one deﬁning external drive
to the neuron (excitatory gEdr or inhibitory gIdr , respectively) and the other deﬁning inputs from other neurons
in the network (gEnet or gInet , respectively):
gsynE ¼ gEdr þ gEnet ;

ð8Þ

gsynI ¼ gIdr þ gInet :

For single neuron simulations, gEnet ¼ gInet ¼ 0, and gEdr
and gIdr were used as variables deﬁning external
excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs to the neuron.

2.2 Population model
In this study, only excitatory interconnections within
neural populations were considered (gInet ¼ 0). The
excitatory synaptic interactions between the neurons
were simulated in the following way. At rest, gEnet ¼ 0.
Each spike arriving from a neuron j to the excitatory
synapse of neuron i increased the synaptic conductance
by gE  wji , where wji is the synaptic weight of the
excitatory input from neuron j to neuron i and gE is the
parameter deﬁning an increase in the synaptic conductance produced by one spike at wji ¼ 1. The dynamics of
synaptic conductance in neuron i produced by the
excitatory synaptic inputs was described as follows:
X
X
wji 
expððt  tkj Þ=ssynE Þ ;
ð9Þ
gEneti ðtÞ ¼ gE 
jðj6¼iÞ

In all simulations described in this report, we considered neural populations consisting of N ¼ 50 neurons
fully interconnected with excitatory synaptic connections.

tkj <t

where ssynE deﬁnes the synaptic time constant and tkj
deﬁnes the time of the eﬀect of the k-th spike from a
neuron j on the synaptic conductance of neuron i (in our
model, tkj corresponds to a moment when the falling
edge of incoming action potential reaches the level of
10 mV, which emulates a ‘‘synaptic delay’’ approximately equal to the duration of action potential, i.e.,
about 1 ms).

Parameters used in our simulations are shown in Table 1.
In some cases, when the values of parameters diﬀered
from those in Table 1, the used values are noted in the text
or corresponding ﬁgure legend.
All voltage-gated and kinetic parameters for the fast
sodium channels as well as the maximal conductance
and voltage-gated parameters for the persistent sodium
channel activation were explicitly drawn from our
experimental studies (Rybak et al. 2003a; Shevtsova
et al. 2002).
Several experimental studies have demonstrated that
persistent sodium channels slowly inactivate (Baker and
Bostock 1998; Fleidervish et al. 1996; Fleidervish and
Gutnick 1996; Magistretti and Alonso 1999; etc.). However, this slow inactivation has not been well characterized. The parameters of inactivation for persistent sodium
current, namely, the half inactivation voltage for
the persistent sodium channel (V1=2hNaP ¼ 57:0 mV), the
slope factor for inactivation (khNaP ¼ 3:0 mV), and the
maximal inactivation time constant (sshNaP ¼ 20000 ms)
and the time constant slope factor (kshNaP ¼ 6:0 mV) were
chosen during preliminary simulations to produce an
experimentally observed burst frequencies and durations.
The half inactivation voltage in our model was within the
range of the reported values (e.g., 56:2 mV in Baker and
Bostock 1998; 52:6 mV in Magistretti and Alonso 1999),
whereas the value for the maximal inactivation time
constant was larger than that estimated experimentally
(e.g., Magistretti and Alonso (1999) reported that
sshNaP ¼ 6000 to 6500 ms; Butera et al. (1999a) used
sshNaP ¼ 10000 ms). Due to a lack of experimental data,
the maximal time constant for activation of persistent
sodium current was assumed equal to that of the fast
sodium current (smNaP ¼ smNaf Þ. The slope factors for the
time constants of persistent sodium channel activation
and inactivation were set at twice the value of the slope
factors for the voltage-dependent activation and inactivation, respectively: ksmNaP ¼ 2  kmNaP and kshNaP ¼
2  khNaP ; see expressions (2)–(4) and subsequent explanations in Butera et al. (1999a).
Delayed-rectiﬁer potassium channels have not been
experimentally characterized in the pBC and other respiration-related areas. We modiﬁed and used the voltagegated characteristics for activation of this channel from
the model of thalamocortical neurons by McCormick and
Huguenard (1992). This model was taken as a basis
because the voltage-gated characteristics of the fast sodium current drawn from our experimental studies were
the closest to those in the model of McCormick and Huguenard. The delayed-rectiﬁer potassium and fast sodium
currents together deﬁne the cellular spike-generation
mechanism, and the stability of this mechanism requires
certain relationships between the characteristics of voltage-dependent activation of these currents. We assumed
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Table 1. Model parameters
Ionic channel parameters
Fast sodium:
activation
inactivation
maximal conductance
Persistent sodium:
activation
inactivation
maximal conductance
Delayed-rectiﬁer potassium:
activation
maximal conductance
Leakage
Neuron parameters
Ionic concentrations and reversal
potentials

Membrane capacitance
Network/population parameters
Synaptic connections
Random distribution of
parameters in the
population
Constants and other parameters

V1=2mNaf = )43.8 mV; kmNaf = 6.0 mV; smNaf = 0.9 ms; ksmNaf = 14.0 mV
V1=2hNaf = )67.5 mV; khNaf = 10.8 mV; sshNaf = 35.2 ms; kshNaf = 12.8 mV

gNaf = 150 nS
V1=2mNaP = )47.1 mV; kmNaP = 3.1 mV; smNaP = 0.9 ms; ksmNaP = 6.2 mV
V1=2hNaP = )57.0 mV; khNaP = 3.0 mV; sshNaP = 20,000 ms; kshNaP = 6.0 mV

gNaP = 4.0 nS (basic value)
V1=2mK = )44.5 mV; kmK = 5.0 mV; smK = 4.0 ms; ksmK = 10.0 mV

gK ¼ 50:0 nS (basic value)
gleak = 2.0 nS (basic value)
[Naþ in = 15 mM, [Naþ o = 145 mM (ENa = 60 mV at T = 308 K)
[K þ in = 140 mM, [K þ o = 4 mM (basic value),
(EK = )94 mV at [K þ o = 4 mM)
pNa=K = 0.03 (Eleak ¼ 76 mV at [K þ o = 4 mM)
EsynE = 0 mV, EsynI = )80 mV
C = 36.2 pF

gE ¼ 0:1 nS; ssynE =5 ms

gNaP ¼ 4:0  0:4 nS; 
gK = 50.0  5.0 nS; gleak = 2.0  0.2 nS;
gEdr = 0.12  0.012 nS; wij = 0.2  0.02
N = 50
R = 8.3143103 J/(KMK); F = 9.648104 C/M; T = 308 K

that the relationships between voltage-dependent activation of fast sodium and delayed-rectiﬁer potassium
channels in the rat pBC neurons are the same as those in
the rat thalamocortical neurons. To apply this assumption, the curve of voltage-dependent activation for
delayed-rectiﬁer potassium current from the model of
McCormick and Huguenard (1992) was shifted to more
negative values of voltage and its slope was modiﬁed in
such a way that the voltage-dependent activation of the
delayed-rectiﬁer potassium current in our model was in
the same voltage relationship (in the half activation voltage and activation threshold) with the fast sodium activation curve as in the original model of McCormick and
Huguenard (1992). The resultant curve of voltagedependent activation of the delayed-rectiﬁer potassium
channel was then ﬁtted to a fourth-degree Boltzmann
function (see (2) and (4)) to deﬁne the half activation
voltage and slope factor for this channel
(V1=2mK ¼ 44:5 mV; kmK ¼ 5:0 mV). The maximal activation time constant and slope factor were set as follows:
smK ¼ 4:0 ms; ksmK ¼ 2  kmK . The basic value of the
maximal conductance of this channel was set to
gK ¼ 50:0 nS, which was found to be optimal for stable
spike and burst generation.
Intracellular and extracellular concentrations of
sodium and potassium ions and the relative permeability
of Naþ ions with respect to permeability of Kþ ions (see
Table 1) were set to meet average data for neurons in the
mammalian nervous system (Johnson and We 1997). The
reversal potentials for sodium and potassium currents
were calculated on the basis of the Nernst equation (6).
The leakage reversal potential was calculated using the
Goldman equation (7). The synaptic reversal potentials
were: EsynE = 0 mV and EsynI ¼ 80 mV. The value of

the whole cell capacitance, C ¼ 36:2 pF, was based on
experimental measurements of membrane capacitance in
neurons dissociated from the rostroventrolateral medulla
of rat (Kawai et al. 1999). The leakage conductance,
gleak ¼ 2 nS, was set to ﬁt the experimentally measured
minimal cell input resistance Rin ¼ 500 MX (Mazza et al.
2000). The values of membrane capacitance (C ¼
36:2 pF) and input resistance (Rin ¼ 500 MX) were consistent with the corresponding values measured by Del
Negro et al. (2002a) in pBC neurons: C ¼ 32  3 pF and
Rin ¼ 430  56 MX for identiﬁed pacemaker neurons.
To investigate the dependence of ﬁring characteristics
(spike or burst frequency, burst duration, etc.) or the
dependence of neuronal ﬁring behavior (such as ‘‘silence’’,
‘‘bursting’’, or ‘‘tonic activity’’) on various model
parameters, we ran series of stimulations while changing
each selected parameter with a particular step and represented the obtained results in the form of regular onedimensional plots or 2D diagrams of parameters. In these
simulations, the following step sizes were generally used:
0.1 mM for ½K þ o , 0.01 nS for gEdr , 0.1 nS for gNaP , and
2 nS for gK . In the vicinity of the dramatic changes in
neuronal ﬁring behavior observed, steps reduced ten times
were used for a more accurate determination of the measured ﬁring characteristics or the positions of borders
between the parameter regions corresponding to diﬀerent
types of ﬁring behavior. In all these cases, the values of
ﬁring parameters measured or the type of ﬁring behavior
were estimated during a stationary mode, i.e., after all
transitional processes following a stepwise change of each
model parameter had been completed.
In all simulations of neural populations, some key
parameters of neurons within the populations were
randomly distributed over neurons in these populations.
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Fig. 1. Firing activity of model of single pacemaker neuron under
diﬀerent conditions. a Firing behavior of model without excitatory
drive (gEdr = 0) at diﬀerent levels of extracellular potassium
concentration ð½K þ o Þ. ½K þ o increases from left to right. An increase
in ½K þ o triggers the rhythmic bursting activity at some threshold of
½K þ o . Further increase in ½K þ o produces an increase in burst
frequency and decrease of burst duration. At a higher level of ½K þ o ,

bursting switches to tonic ﬁring. b Firing behavior of model at ½K þ o
= 4 mM. gEdr increases from left to right. An increase in gEdr causes
an increase in the frequency of tonic activity. c Firing behavior of
model at ½K þ o = 8 mM. gEdr increases from left to right. Bursting
activity is triggered when gEdr exceeds some threshold. The frequency
of bursts increases with an increase in gEdr until the neuron switches to
tonic ﬁring at a higher level of gEdr

Speciﬁcally, to incorporate heterogeneity in neurons
within a population, the maximal conductances of persistent sodium (
gNaP Þ, delayed-rectiﬁer potassium (
gK Þ
and leakage (gleak Þ channels in particular neurons, as
well as external drives to these neurons (gEdr Þ and weight
of synaptic inputs (wij Þ were randomly assigned from a
normal distribution using average values and variances
of these parameters (see Table 1).

activity under certain conditions (within a particular
region of the parameter space). Figure 1a shows that an
increase in extracellular potassium concentration ð½K þ o Þ
triggered rhythmic bursting activity at some ½K þ o
threshold. As ½K þ o increased further, burst frequency
increased with a concomitant decrease in burst duration.
At a higher level of ½K þ o , bursting activity switched to
tonic ﬁring. In contrast, an increase in the tonic
excitatory drive to the neuron (gEdr Þ at a normal level
of ½K þ o (4 mM) did not produce bursting but increased
frequency of tonic activity (Fig. 1b). At a higher level of
½K þ o (e.g., at ½K þ o ¼ 8 mM; see Fig. 1c), bursting
activity was triggered when gEdr exceeded some threshold. The frequency of bursts increased with an increase
in gEdr until the neuron switched to tonic ﬁring at a
higher level of gEdr (Fig. 1c).
As described in detail by Butera et al. (1999a), the
burst generation mechanism in this model is explicitly
dependent on the slow voltage-dependent inactivation of
the persistent sodium current (hNaP Þ, which increases
slowly during interburst periods and decreases during
burst periods (Fig. 2a). Comparison of the amplitudes of
the persistent sodium (INaP Þ and the delayed-rectiﬁer (IK Þ
currents during spikes showed that both the amplitude
of INaP and the ratio of the amplitudes INaP =IK were
much higher in the bursting mode than during tonic
activity (compare Fig. 2a and b).
To investigate the dependence of neuronal ﬁring
behavior on model parameters, we ran series of simulations while changing the values of [K þ o ; gEdr and
maximal conductances of persistent sodium, delayedrectiﬁer potassium, and leak channels. The results of
these simulations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
Figure 3a–c (middle column) shows regions corresponding to diﬀerent modes of single cell activity as a

2.4 Computer simulation
All simulations were performed on a Pentium IV computer, 1.7 GHz/512 MB (DELL) with MS Windows 2000
operating system using a special simulation package NSM
1.0 developed at Drexel University by I.A. Rybak,
S.N. Markin, D.G. Ivashko, and N.A. Shevtsova. Differential equations were solved using the exponential
Euler integration method (McGregor 1987) with the
integration step of 0.1 ms. To test the accuracy of the
numerical solutions of diﬀerential equations by this
method at the integration step used, the single neuron
simulations were also run using a variable order integration method (ode15s) available in MATLAB 6.0 (MathWorks, Inc.) The diﬀerences between the simulation
results obtained by using the above two methods were less
than 104 for each variable.
3 Results
3.1 Endogenous bursting activity in single pacemaker
neurons: the roles of tonic excitatory drive and extracellular potassium concentration
The developed model of a single pBC pacemaker neuron
demonstrated the ability to generate rhythmic bursting
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Fig. 2. Dynamics of the neuronal membrane potential (V , top trace),
the persistent sodium (INaP , middle trace, black line) and delayedrectiﬁer (IK , middle trace, gray line) potassium currents, and the
persistent sodium inactivation variable hNaP (bottom trace) during
bursting (a) and tonic (b) activity, respectively

Fig. 4. Regions for ‘‘silence’’, ‘‘bursting’’, and ‘‘tonic activity’’ as a
function of gNaP and ½K þ o (a1 and a2), and as a function of gK and
½K þ o (b1 and b2). In a1 and b1, gEdr ¼ 0. In a2 and b2,
[K þ ]o ¼ 8 mM

within a small region of the parameter space (gEdr and
½K þ o Þ. At gEdr ¼ 0, the bursting region is the widest:
bursting occurs from [K þ o ¼ 8:5 to 9.8 mM (or within
the range of values of the potassium reversal potential
EK from 74:4 to 70:6 mV).

3.2 Balance and interplay between the persistent sodium,
delayed-rectiﬁer potassium, and leakage currents

Fig. 3. Regions for ‘‘silence’’, ‘‘bursting’’, and ‘‘tonic activity’’ modes
in single-cell ﬁring behavior as a function of gEdr and ½K þ o . The
middle column corresponds to the basic values of model parameters
(
gNaP = 4.0 nS; gK = 50.0 nS; gleak = 2.0 nS). a–c Shifting the
borderlines between the regions caused by changes in maximal
conductances of the persistent sodium gNaP (a), delayed-rectiﬁer gK
(b), and leakage gleak (c) channels, respectively. The maximal
conductances increase from left to right

function of gEdr and ½K þ o at the basic values of model
parameters (
gNaP ¼ 4:0 nS; gK ¼ 50:0 nS; gleak ¼
2:0 nS). It is seen that bursting behavior occurs only

Our simulations have demonstrated that the ﬁring
behavior of the model depends on the relationships
between the three major currents INaP , IK , and Ileak . The
critical role of the relationship between the persistent
sodium ðINaP Þ and voltage-independent leakage (Ileak Þ
currents for the neuronal ability to generate intrinsic
bursting activity was previously suggested (Del Negro
et al. 2001, 2002a). In contrast, the role of the voltagegated potassium currents (e.g., the delayed-rectiﬁer) and
their relationships with INaP and Ileak in the generation of
endogenous bursting have not been investigated.
In each diagram in Fig. 3, three separate regions in
(½K þ o ; gEdr Þ coordinate space represent the three diﬀerent modes of single neuron ﬁring behavior: ‘‘silence’’,
‘‘bursting’’, and ‘‘tonic activity’’. These regions are
separated by two borderlines, one of which deﬁnes the
threshold of neuronal ﬁring (‘‘threshold borderline’’),
and the other separates regions for bursting and tonic
activities (‘‘bursting borderline’’). Figure 3a–c shows
shifts of these borderlines resulting from changes in the
maximal conductances of the persistent sodium (
gNaP Þ,
delayed-rectiﬁer potassium (
gK Þ, and leakage (gleak Þ
channels, respectively.
The position of the threshold borderline is mostly
controlled by gNaP and gleak , (Fig. 3a,c) and is almost
independent of gK (Fig. 3b). An increase in gNaP or a
decrease of gleak shifts this borderline to lower values of
gEdr and ½K þ o and hence widens the bursting region. A
decrease of gNaP or an increase in gleak produces the
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opposite eﬀect. Hence, according to our results, the
relationship between INaP and Ileak actually deﬁnes not
the ability of the cell to generate endogenous bursts (as
suggested by Del Negro et al. 2001, 2002a), but rather
the cellular excitability in general. This relationship
controls switching between the bursting and silence
states only at lower values of excitatory drive and higher
values of ½K þ o (Fig. 3a,c).
The position of the bursting borderline is mostly
controlled by gK and gleak (Fig. 3b,c), and is almost
independent of gNaP (Fig. 3a). An increase in gK or a
decrease of gleak shifts this borderline to lower values of
gEdr and ½K þ o and constricts the bursting region. A
decrease of gK or an increase in gleak produces the
opposite eﬀect. Hence, switching between the bursting
and tonic modes in single neuron ﬁring behavior is
mostly controlled by IK and its relation with Ileak , but not
by INaP .
Importantly, Ileak almost does not inﬂuence the size of
the bursting region. Instead, a reduction of Ileak shifts
this region to lower values of excitatory drive and ½K þ o
(Fig. 3c). In contrast, changes of INaP and IK produce
opposite eﬀects on the size of the bursting region
(Fig. 3a,b) and hence their balance or imbalance is
important for inducing endogenous bursting.
Another important conclusion from the analysis of
each diagram in Fig. 3 is that an increase in excitatory
drive to the neuron and an increase in ½K þ o produce
diﬀerent eﬀects on neuronal ﬁring behavior. Speciﬁcally,
an increase in gEdr at a normal level of ½K þ o depolarizes
the cell without changing the balance between INaP and
IK . A relatively large IK provides a strong membrane
repolarization after each generated spike. This strong
repolarization lowers the membrane potential below the
level of INaP activation and hence prohibits endogenous
bursting.
In contrast, an increase in ½K þ o produces two
simultaneous eﬀects: one is cellular depolarization via
shifting the leakage reversal potential Eleak to more positive values of voltage; see (7); and the other is suppression of IK by shifting the potassium reversal
potential EK to more positive values of voltage; see (6)
and (2). Therefore, at higher levels of ½K þ o , the reduced
IK does not produce the suﬃcient afterspike repolarization and hence cannot restrain endogenous INaP -dependent bursting activity.
3.3 Triggering endogenous bursting activity in single
pacemaker neurons
Figure 4 represents regions for ‘‘silence’’, ‘‘bursting’’,
and ‘‘tonic activity’’ described above as functions of gNaP
and ½K þ o , gNaP and gEdr , gK and ½K þ o , and gK and gEdr .
These diagrams, together with the diagrams in Fig. 3,
predicted that endogenous bursting in single neuron
could be triggered from the silence mode either by
the elevation of ½K þ o (Fig. 4a1,b1 and Fig. 3) or by the
appropriate augmentation of gNaP (Fig. 4a1,a2). At the
same time, a transition from a tonic activity to bursting
might occur following a suppression of gK (Fig. 4b1,b2).

Fig. 5. Triggering endogenous bursting activity in the model of single
pBC pacemaker neuron: a by an elevation of the extracellular
potassium concentration (½K þ o , bottom trace) and b by an augmentation of the maximal conductance of the persistent sodium channel
(
gNaP , bottom trace). c Transition from tonic activity to bursting
following a reduction in the maximal conductance of potassium
channel (
gK , bottom trace)

The above predictions were explicitly tested in our
simulations (see Fig. 5). In Fig. 5a, endogenous bursting in the neuron was triggered by an elevation of the
extracellular potassium concentration ½K þ o . In Fig. 5b,
the neuron was switched to bursting by an increase in
the maximal conductance of the persistent sodium
channels gNaP . In Fig. 5c, the transition from tonic
activity to bursting was produced by a reduction of the
maximal conductance of the delayed-rectiﬁed potassium channels gK .
3.4 Frequency and duration of endogenous bursts
generated by a single pacemaker neuron
The dependence of burst frequency and burst duration
on various model parameters and excitatory drive were
studied with two major objectives: to examine the
theoretical conclusions of previous simulation performed by Butera et al. (1999a) and Del Negro et al.
(2001) and to study the dependences of burst frequency
and burst duration on gK , which were not considered in
the previous models. Figure 6 summarizes our results in
these modeling studies.
In Fig. 6, all plots were drawn for the bursting regions
of parameters. We limited our investigation to two cases.
In the ﬁrst case, we ﬁxed gEdr ¼ 0 and induced bursting
by elevating ½K þ o (Fig. 6a1, a3, b1, b3, c1, c3), and in
the second case we ﬁxed ½K þ o ¼ 8 mM and induced
bursting by increasing gEdr (Fig. 6a2, a4, b2, b4, c2, c4).
The ﬁrst case approximately corresponded to the previous modeling studies by Del Negro et al. (2001,
Fig. 2C–F), whereas the second case was similar to
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Fig. 6. Dependences of the burst
frequency (a1, a2; b1, b2; c1, c2)
and burst duration (a3, a4; b3,
b4; c3, c4) upon extracellular
potassium concentration ½K þ o
(a1, a3; b1, b3; c1, c3; in all plots
gEdr = 0) and excitatory drive
gEdr (a2, a4; b2, b4; c2, c4; in all
plots ½K þ o = 8 mM) at diﬀerent
values of maximal conductances
of ionic channels (
gNaP , gK , gleak Þ.
The thick solid line in each plot
corresponds to the basic set of
model parameters

the previous simulations of Butera et al. (1999a,
Fig. 6 B1,B3).
Each curve in Fig. 6 was produced by changing the
variable depicted in the x-axis with a ﬁxed step and
calculating the burst frequency and duration. The set
of curves in each plot shows variation of burst frequency and duration resulting from changes in the
maximal conductances of the persistent sodium (
gNaP Þ,
delayed-rectiﬁer potassium (
gK Þ, and leakage (gleak Þ
channels. At the basic set of model parameters, the
burst frequency increased with an increase in ½K þ o ,
and the increase in frequency became almost exponential when ½K þ o approached the borderline between
the regions for bursting and tonic activity (Fig. 6a1–c1,
solid lines). The duration of bursts decreased with an
increase in ½K þ o , and this decrease became abrupt by
the edge of the bursting region (Fig. 6a3–c3). These
changes of burst frequency and duration were similar
to those described earlier by Del Negro et al. (2001,
Fig. 2C–F) and consistent with the experimental data
(Del Negro et al. 2001, Fig. 4C,D; Koshiya and Smith
1999). The increase in burst frequency with the increase
in gEdr was similar to that during elevation of ½K þ o
but did not normally exceed 1.0–1.2 Hz (Fig. 6a2–c2).
The corresponding decrease of burst duration was
almost linear within the bursting region (Fig. 6a4–c4).
These changes of burst frequency and duration were
similar to those described earlier by Butera et al.
(1999a, Fig. 6B1,B3).
Augmentation of gNaP produced an increase in both
burst frequency and burst duration (Fig. 6a1–a4) similar
to that in the models by Butera et al. (1999a) and Del
Negro et al. (2001). Augmentation of gK also produced
an increase in frequency but reduced burst duration
(Fig. 6b1–b4). An increase in gleak signiﬁcantly shifted
the region of bursting. It also decreased burst frequency,
similar to that in the model of Del Negro et al. (2001),
and produced a nonuniform eﬀect on burst duration
(Fig. 6c1–c4).

3.5 Modeling a population of pacemaker neurons
with excitatory connections
To investigate the ﬁring behavior of a population of
pacemaker neurons, we modeled a population of 50
neurons with all-to-all excitatory synaptic connections.
To incorporate heterogeneity in neurons within the
population, some intrinsic parameters of the neurons
(
gNaP , gK and gleak Þ, external drive (gEdr Þ, and weights of
neuronal interconnections (wij Þ were assigned from
normal distributions (Table 1).
Our simulations have shown that both the excitatory
synaptic interactions between neurons and the randomization of neuronal parameters within the population make the region of parameters for population
bursting wider than that for a single pacemaker neuron
(see also Butera et al. 1999b and Del Negro et al. 2001).
Figure 7 shows an example of our simulations. An
increase in ½K þ o to exceed some threshold (7.90:4 mM)
triggered bursting activity in the population (Fig. 7a).
Further increase in ½K þ o produced an increase in burst
frequency and a desynchronization of neuronal activities,
which in turn caused a decrease in burst amplitude and
an increase in the level of asynchronous activity. At a
higher level of ½K þ o , the population bursting activity
switched to a high-level asynchronous ﬁring (Fig. 7a).
An increase in gEdr at the basic level of ½K þ o (4 mM) did
not produce bursting in the population but increased the
level of asynchronous activity (Fig. 7b). At higher values
of ½K þ o (e.g., at [K þ o ¼ 6 mM, see Fig. 7c), population
bursting was triggered when gEdr exceeded some threshold
(0:19  0:04 nS). The frequency of bursts increased
with an increase in gEdr . However, increasing gEdr
produced a desynchronization of neuronal activities,
which in turn decreased the amplitude of population
bursts and increased the level of asynchronous activity.
Finally, at some level of gEdr , ﬁring behavior of the population switched to a high-level asynchronous ﬁring
(Fig. 7c).
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Fig. 7. Firing activity of a model
of population of pacemaker neurons under diﬀerent conditions.
The result of each simulation is
represented by two diagrams: the
top diagram is a raster plot for
spike times in all 50 cells, sorted
on the ordinate axis by cell index
number; the bottom diagram is a
corresponding integrated
histogram of population activity
(bin size = 10 ms). a Example
of ﬁring behavior of the
model without excitatory drive
(gEdr = 0) at diﬀerent levels of
½K þ o . ½K þ o increases from left to
right. b Example of ﬁring behavior of the model at ½K þ o =
4 mM and diﬀerent levels of
excitatory drive gEdr . c Example
of ﬁring behavior of the model at
½K þ o = 6 mM and diﬀerent
levels of gEdr . In b and c, the
mean value of gEdr in the population increases from left to right

Firing bursts generated in the population could be
generally classiﬁed by shape into two types (Fig. 8a,b).
One type of burst resulted from a synchronization of
endogenous bursts of individual neurons and had a
typical high-amplitude decrementing shape (Fig. 8a).
The population bursting activity of this type was generated at relatively high concentrations of ½K þ o and low
level of gEdr . The high concentration of ½K þ o suﬃciently
reduced IK in a large group of neurons to switch them to
the bursting mode. Therefore, even weak excitatory
interactions could synchronize bursts of individual
neurons and form this type of population bursting.
Bursts of the second type (‘‘group-pacemaker-like’’)
were formed with the essential contribution of the
excitatory synaptic interactions between the neurons.
This burst type started with a slight ramp and had a
relatively low amplitude (Fig. 8b). In this case, most
individual neurons involved in the formation of population bursts did not generate the ‘‘typical endogenous bursts’’ (having a fast onset followed by a
decrementing spiking frequency). Interestingly, these
neuronal bursts were similar to those of the Type-I
pBC pacemaker neuron described by Gray et al. (1999)
and/or to the neuronal bursts of the ‘‘slow bursters’’
described by Thoby-Brisson and Ramirez (2001).
Importantly, this type of population bursting usually
occurred at a relatively low concentration of ½K þ o but
required certain levels of both gEdr and mutual excitatory interactions.
Increasing randomization of individual neuron
parameters (e.g., an increase in the variances of gNaP , gK ,
and gleak Þ could induce multiple (usually double) burst-

ing activities synchronized with frequency ratio from 1:2
to 1:10 (see an example in Fig. 9). This double-bursting
ﬁring behavior in the model was very similar to so-called
‘‘ﬁctive eupnoea’’ and ‘‘sighs’’ generated simultaneously
in the pBC under certain conditions in vitro as described
by Thoby-Brisson and Ramirez (2001).
The formal description of the mechanism and
conditions for generation and coexistence of the above
diﬀerent types of population bursting activity requires
special mathematical investigation and is beyond the
scope of this paper. A qualitative explanation of this
mechanism is the following. An increased randomization
of neuronal parameters resulted in the formation (within
the population) of neuronal ‘‘clusters’’ with diﬀerent but
overlapping bursting regions in the parameter space.
Depending on the parameter values (½K þ o ; gEdr ; wij Þ,
each cluster could ‘‘take over’’ and force the other
neurons and other clusters to oscillate with its ‘‘own’’
frequency. At the same time, when the parameter values
corresponded to the overlapping bursting zone, oscillations with diﬀerent frequencies could coexist and be
stable. The ‘‘low-frequency cluster’’ synchronized a larger number of neurons (including neurons from the
‘‘high-frequency cluster’’) and hence had larger amplitude of population bursting (Fig. 9).
3.6 Triggering bursting activity in the model
of neural population
Similar to triggering endogenous bursting activity in a
single pacemaker neuron, a synchronized population
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Fig. 9. Representative example of double-bursting activity in the
population model. a Raster plot and integrated histogram of
population activity. b Integrated histogram at expanded time scale.
c Examples of activities of individual neurons. Simulation was
performed at ½K þ o = 5.7 mM and gEdr ¼ 0:3 nS
Fig. 8. Representative examples of two types of population bursts
(a1–a3 and b1–b3, respectively). a1 and b1 show the corresponding
raster plots; a2 and b2 show integrated histograms of population
activity; a3 and b3 demonstrate examples of activities of individual
neurons

bursting activity in the model could be initiated by
either an elevation of ½K þ o or an alteration in gK or
gNaP in the population. However, the region of the
parameter space producing bursting was signiﬁcantly
wider for the population than for single pacemaker
neurons. The necessary elevation of ½K þ o ð½K þ o
threshold) for triggering population bursting activity
decreased with an increase in the excitatory drive to
the population. Figure 10a shows an example in which
population bursting activity was triggered by the
increase in ½K þ o from the basic level (4 mM) to
7.2 mM at gEdr ¼ 0:15 nS.
Population bursting activity could be triggered at the
basic level of ½K þ o by either an augmentation of gNaP
(Fig. 10b) or a reduction of gK (Fig. 10c) in all neurons
of the population. In the former example (Fig. 10b), the
gNaP augmentation induced multiple bursting activity
similar to that in Fig. 9.

3.7 Frequency and amplitude of population bursts
in the population model
The population model was used to study the dependence
of frequency and amplitude of population bursts
generated in the bursting mode on several model
parameters. The results of these studies are shown in
Fig. 11. The dependence of frequency and amplitude of
population bursts on ½K þ o were studied in the absence
of external excitatory drive (gEdr = 0, see Fig. 11a1,a2).
Burst frequency increased monotonically with the elevation of ½K þ o within the bursting region (Fig. 11a1).
The burst amplitude slightly increased initially (because
of the increasing number of intrinsically bursting
neurons) and then dramatically decreased with the
elevation of ½K þ o because of desynchronization of
individual neuron activities (Fig. 11a2). The dependences of frequency and amplitude of population bursts on
the excitatory drive gEdr (at [K þ o ¼ 8 mM) were qualitatively similar to their dependencies on ½K þ o
(Fig. 11b1,b2). The burst frequency also increased with
an increase in either gNaP (Fig. 11c1) or gK (Fig. 11d1).
An increase in gNaP initially caused an augmentation in
the burst amplitude, because of the increasing number of
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Fig. 10. Triggering endogenous
bursting activity in the population model. a Triggering endogenous bursting by an elevation of
½K þ o (bottom trace). ½K þ o
increased from 4 to 7.2 mM at
gEdr ¼ 0:15 nS. b Triggering
endogenous bursting by an augmentation of the mean value of
gNaP (bottom trace). The mean
value of gNaP increased from 4 to
8 nS at ½K þ o ¼ 4 mM and
gEdr ¼ 0:47 nS. c Triggering
endogenous bursting by a reduction of the mean value of gK in the
population (bottom trace). The
mean value of gK was reduced
from 50 to 25 nS at ½K þ o =
4 mM and gEdr ¼ 0:47 nS.
d Transition from asynchronous
activity to population bursting by
a reduction of gEdr (bottom trace).
The mean value of gEdr was
reduced from 0.3 to 0.15 nS. at
½K þ o ¼ 7:2 mM

Fig. 11. The dependence of frequency
(a1–e1) and amplitude (a2–e2) of population
bursts upon various model parameters: ½K þ o
(at gEdr = 0; a1, a2); gEdr (at ½K þ o = 8 mM;
b1, b2); gNaP (at [K þ o ¼ 8 mM and
gEdr ¼ 0:08 nS; c1, c2); gK (at [K þ o ¼ 8 mM
and gEdr ¼ 0:08 nS; d1, d2); w (at
[K þ o ¼ 8 mM and gEdr ¼ 0:08 nS; e1, e2).
Each diagram represents average values 
SD and was developed based on ten simulations with reinitialization of neuronal
parameters. In c1, c2, d1, d2, e1, and e2, the
varied parameter (
gNaP , gK , or w, respectively) was not randomized and was set the
same in all neurons of the population

intrinsically bursting neurons, and then a decrease of the
amplitude, because more and more neurons were transformed to tonic ﬁring (Fig. 11c2). An increase in gK
produced a dramatic decrease in the burst amplitude
because of the reduction in the number of intrinsically
bursting neurons (Fig. 11d2). Similar to the model of
Butera et al. (1999b), an increase in the weights of the

excitatory synaptic interconnections within the population reduced burst frequency (Fig. 11e1) and increased
burst amplitude (Fig. 11e2). The latter occurred because
the increasing wij increased neuronal synchronization.
The former occurred since the pacemakers with lower
intrinsic frequencies were able to synchronize the
population.
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Fig. 12. Examples of responses
of the population model to the
application of excitatory (a) and
inhibitory (b) rhythmic stimulation. In all cases the external
rhythmic drive (bottom traces)
was applied to the population
operating in the mode of endogenous bursting activity ([K þ o ¼
7 mM and gEdr ¼ 0:2 nS). The
frequency of stimulating pulses
decreases from top to bottom

3.8 Response of the model to rhythmic stimulation:
interaction between endogenous and forced rhythmic
bursting activities
To study possible interactions between the endogenous
rhythmogenic mechanism and external rhythmic drives,
we applied rhythmic excitatory or inhibitory drives to all
neurons of the population operating in the population
bursting mode. Figure 12a,b shows representative examples of these computational experiments. The excitatory
rhythmic drive was added to the tonic drive (Fig. 12a).
Application of excitatory pulses whose frequency was

higher (top diagram) or up to 1.5 times lower (middle
diagram) than the frequency of endogenous bursts
forced the generation of population bursting activity
with frequency and timing of bursts explicitly deﬁned by
the external stimulation. A lower frequency of stimulation allowed for the appearance of endogenous bursts in
addition to the forced bursts (bottom diagram).
Each external inhibitory pulse produced a rebound
population burst (Fig. 12b). The rhythmic inhibitory
stimulation with a frequency higher (top diagram) or
up to 1.5 times lower (middle diagram) than the
frequency of endogenous bursts induced a forced
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population bursting activity in which frequency and
timing of the bursts were deﬁned by the external
rhythmic inhibitory drive. A lower frequency of stimulation permitted the generation of endogenous bursts
in addition to the forced bursts (bottom diagram).
4 Discussion
4.1 Evaluation of the persistent-sodium-based model
of pBC pacemaker neurons
The basic persistent-sodium-based model of single
pacemaker neurons and populations of these neurons
were developed by Butera et al. (1999a,b) and elaborated by Del Negro et al. (2001) with the objective of
simulating and explaining the generation of pacemakerdriven neural oscillations in the pBC in vitro. As was
mentioned in the introduction, these models were based
on generic descriptions of sodium ionic channels. The
voltage-gated characteristics of both fast and persistent
sodium channels drawn from our experimental studies in
neurons acutely dissociated from the pBC area diﬀered
from those used in the models of Butera et al. (1999a,b)
and Del Negro et al. (2001). However, despite diﬀerences in model parameters, our modeling studies conﬁrmed most of the previous results and conclusions by
Butera et al. (1999a,b) and Del Negro et al. (2001).
Speciﬁcally, we have demonstrated the general ability of
the model to generate population bursting with the
shapes of single neuron discharges and population
bursts similar to those recorded from the pBC in vitro
(see, e.g., Figs. 1 and 7). We conﬁrmed the possibility of
triggering the population bursting activity by the
elevation of extracellular potassium concentration (see
Figs. 7 and 10). In addition, we determined the functional dependence of the burst characteristics (frequency
and duration of neuronal bursts, frequency and amplitude of population bursts) on the ½K þ o , cellular
excitability (gEdr Þ, and other parameters (e.g., weights
of excitatory synaptic interconnections) at both the
single neuron (Fig. 6) and population (Fig. 11) levels.
Therefore, our modeling results provide additional
support for the theoretical concept that a voltagedependent persistent-sodium-based mechanism (initially
described by Butera et al. (1999a,b)) can mediate
population bursting activity in the pBC in vitro.
An attempt to experimentally reevaluate the role of
the persistent-sodium-based mechanism for the generation of bursting activity in the pBC in vitro was recently
made by Del Negro et al. (2002b). The authors found
that rhythmic activities in the medullary slice preparation continued following a pharmacological blockade of
persistent sodium channels by riluzole. However, this
ﬁnding appears to be at variance with the reports from
several laboratories in which riluzole could block the
endogenous rhythmic activity in pBC in vitro (Koizumi
and Smith 2002; Parkis et al. 2002; Pierreﬁche et al.
2002; Rybak et al. 2003b). Del Negro et al. (2002b) did
not test neurons located deep in slices. It is tempting to
speculate that a reason for this discrepancy is the poor

penetration of riluzole into the tissue in the experiments
by Del Negro et al. (2002b). However, these authors
clearly demonstrated the blockade of persistent sodium
current in all of the neurons they examined. At the same
time, the doses used (up to 200 lM) were large enough
to also block rapidly inactivating sodium current as
shown in dissociated neurons (Herbert et al. 1994; Song
et al. 1997; K. Ptak, G. Zummo, G.F. Alheid, D.J.
Surmeier, D.R. McCrimmon, unpublished observations). Therefore, the roles of pacemaker- and networkbased mechanisms in the pBC rhythmic activity in vitro
require further experimental investigations.
Similar to the models by Butera et al. (1999b) and Del
Negro et al. (2001), our model was able to generate INaP dependent endogenous bursts. These high-amplitude
bursts with a decrementing shape were similar to those
recorded from the phrenic nerve during gasping. Recent
in vivo studies in the cat have demonstrated that the
pBC may serve in vivo as ‘‘a central hypoxia chemosensor’’ whose activation by sodium cyanide elicits a
‘‘rapid series of high-amplitude, rapid rate of rise, shortduration inspiratory bursts that are indistinguishable
from gasps produced by severe systemic hypoxia’’
(Solomon et al. 2000; Solomon 2002). Importantly,
sodium cyanide is known to produce two eﬀects: a focal
hypoxia-like state in the pBC (Kawai et al. 1999; Mazza
et al. 2000) and an additional activation of INaP
(Hammarström and Gage 2000; Kawai et al. 1999). In
addition, the generation of INaP -dependent bursting
activity in both our and Butera et al. (1999b) models
does not require inhibition. This is consistent with the
data that rhythmic activity recorded in vitro remains
after blockade of synaptic inhibition (Feldman and
Smith 1989; Shao and Feldman 1997). As recently
shown, gasping also appears to be resistant to blockade
of inhibition (St.-John and Paton 2002; St.-John et al.
2002). Therefore, it is possible that both our and Butera
et al. models actually describe a INaP -dependent pacemaker-driven mechanism in the pBC playing a key role
in the generation of gasping.
4.2 The role of voltage-gated potassium currents
and interplay between INaP and IK
Our modeling studies have demonstrated that ﬁring
behavior of both single pacemaker neurons and populations of these neurons essentially depends on speciﬁc
complex relationships between the persistent sodium
and delayed-rectiﬁer potassium currents. Speciﬁcally,
a release or suppression of the INaP -dependent pacemaker
bursting mechanism depends on (and may be controlled
by) the level of expression of potassium currents. The
normally expressed IK provides a strong membrane
repolarization after each generated spike. It hyperpolarizes the membrane below the level of INaP activation and
hence prohibits endogenous bursting. Consequently,
endogenous bursting in the population can be triggered
by either a suppression of IK (e.g., through a reduction of
gK ; Fig. 10c) or an augmentation of INaP (e.g., via an
increase in gNaP ; Fig. 10b).
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In most studies using in vitro preparations, robust
endogenous bursting activity in the pBC was produced
and maintained by the elevation of the extracellular
potassium concentration up to 7–9 mM (e.g., see
Koshiya and Smith 1999; Lieske et al. 2000; Shao and
Feldman 1997; Thoby-Brisson and Ramirez 2001),
although less reliable bursting could be produced at low
levels of ½K þ o , for example, after pharmacological
blockade of inhibition (Johnson et al. 1994). The major
conclusion from our modeling studies is that the
endogenous bursting activity in the pBC can be induced
by an imbalance between the persistent sodium and
voltage-gated potassium currents. Speciﬁcally, triggering
endogenous bursting in the pBC by the elevation of
½K þ o , the method commonly used in most in vitro
preparations, can occur because of the reduction of
potassium currents caused by the elevation of ½K þ o .
An important question is how an increase in ½K þ o
triggers endogenous bursting in the pBC. The eﬀect of
an elevation of ½K þ o on cellular behavior diﬀers from a
simple increase in cellular excitability. Indeed, an increase in ½K þ o should produce a cellular depolarization
by shifting the leakage reversal potential to more positive values of voltage. In addition, however, the elevation of ½K þ o reduces all voltage-gated potassium
currents by shifting the potassium reversal potential to
more positive voltage values. As a result, at higher levels
of ½K þ o , the reduced voltage-gated potassium currents
cannot restrain the endogenous INaP -dependent bursting
activity.
The important role of voltage-gated potassium currents in the generation of endogenous bursting activity
in the pBC in vitro has recently been experimentally
demonstrated by Pierreﬁche et al. (2002) and Rybak
et al. (2003b), who reported that rhythmic bursting in
the same medullary slice could be triggered by either an
application of potassium current blockers (TEA or
4-AP) at [K þ ]o ¼ 3 mM or an elevation of ½K þ o to
5–7 mM.
4.3 Endogenous bursting in the pBC and generation
of the respiratory rhythm
The ability of the pBC to generate endogenous rhythmic
bursting activity has been demonstrated in vitro in many
studies. However, the relation of the rhythm recorded
in vitro to the normal (‘‘eupnoeic’’) respiratory rhythm
generated in vivo or other forms of breathing, such as
gasping, is still a subject of intense debate.
As indicated above, recent in vivo studies have suggested that the pBC may serve as a central hypoxia
chemosensor (Solomon et al. 2000; Solomon 2002).
Previous experimental studies revealed that hypoxia
causes (i) an increase in the external potassium concentration ½K þ o (Melton et al. 1996), (ii) a suppression of
voltage-gated potassium currents (Conforti and Millhorn 1997; Gebhardt and Heinemann 1999; Jiang and
Haddad 1994; Liu et al. 1999; Lopez-Barneo et al. 2001;
Thompson and Nurse 1998), and (iii) an augmentation of
the persistent sodium current (Hammarström and Gage

1998, 2000, 2002; Horn and Waldrop 2000; Kawai et al.
1999). In the present study, we investigated the eﬀects of
the above three factors accompanying hypoxia on the
ﬁring behavior of the model of a population of pacemaker neurons in the pBC. We have shown that each of
these factors, namely, an increase in ½K þ o (Fig. 10a), a
reduction of gK (Fig. 10b), and an augmentation of gNaP
(Fig. 10c), can trigger the pacemaker-driven population
rhythm. Hence our present computational results support the idea that gasping in vivo may be driven by a
pacemaker mechanism originating in the pBC.
4.4 Possible interaction between the network-based
and pacemaker-driven rhythmogenic mechanisms
The network theories of the respiratory rhythm generation suggest that the respiratory rhythm in vivo derives
from inhibitory network interactions between functionally diﬀerent neural populations (e.g., see von Euler 1986;
Feldman 1986; Richter 1996). According to the hybrid
pacemaker-network concept, the pacemaker-driven kernel located in the pBC is incorporated into a broader
respiratory network (Smith et al. 2000) and hence may
receive inputs and feedback from other respirationrelated areas. Moreover, the latest version of the hybrid
pacemaker-network model also suggests that the respiratory rhythm may be generated in a mode in which ‘‘none
of the kernel neurons exhibit intrinsic pacemaker-like
oscillations’’ (Smith et al. 2000). This is consistent with
the idea of the coexistence of two diﬀerent rhythmogenic
mechanisms. Speciﬁcally, Fukuda (2000) suggests that
one of these mechanisms, a ‘‘secondary’’ or a ‘‘gasping
type’’, corresponds to a (pacemaker-driven) generator
found in vitro. If two such rhythmogenic mechanisms do
coexist with a dominant role of the ‘‘primary’’ generator
of a network type, then what is the possible behavior of the
‘‘secondary’’ generator during generation of the eupnoeic
rhythm? Our computational study has demonstrated that
both excitatory (Fig. 12a) and inhibitory (Fig. 12b)
rhythmic inputs to the population of pacemaker neurons
(with pulse frequencies within the range of breathing
frequency in mammals) may force this population to
produce a rhythmic bursting output whose frequency is
explicitly deﬁned by the input rhythmic drive. This allows
the suggestion that, under normal in vivo conditions in
which inhibitory interactions are strongly expressed, the
network rhythmogenic mechanism operating in the entire
respiratory network (including the pBC as an important
part of the network) may overcome the pacemaker-driven
rhythmogenic mechanisms operating within the pBC.
Alternatively, during hypoxic gasping when inhibition is
suppressed (Richter et al. 1991; Schmidt et al. 1995), a
pacemaker-driven mechanism in the pBC may release,
become dominant, and drive oscillations in the entire
respiratory network (see also Rybak et al. 2000, 2002;
St.-John et al. 2002).
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